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Thinking beyond capital

• Capital accumulation remains a sensible course of action

• But capital cannot provide an iron-clad guarantee against failure

– something can always go awry 

– zero failure regime is not desirable

– ‘unquestionably strong’ will not equal ‘invincible’

• Therefore must be prepared for failure

– accept they will occur

– are they sufficiently rare?

– are they handled adroitly?



Thinking about failure

• Two basic types: orderly and disorderly

• Orderly

– anticipated

– no loss to protected beneficiaries (i.e. depositors)

– critical functions maintained without disruption

– no-one notices

• Disorderly

– a surprise

– losses imposed on protected beneficiaries

– significant disruption to economic activity

– HIH is classic case study

• How do we maximise the probability that a failure is orderly?



Preconditions for avoiding disorder

• Active supervision

• Powers to intervene

• Willingness to intervene

• Planning and preparation in ‘peace time’

• Ability to maintain critical functions

• Safety net/backstop in place to aid confidence



Maintaining critical functions

• No matter how good they are, plans need time to be implemented

– need financial resources to keep critical functions operating during restructure

• Regulatory framework has built in automatic corrective actions

– capital conservation buffer – restrict capital distributions

– 5.125% trigger for conversion/write off in AT1 instruments

– point of non-viability trigger in AT1 and T2 instruments

• Recapitalisation and loss absorbing capacity (TLAC) – hastening slowly

– important to get policy settings right for Australian environment

• New mechanisms provide critical ‘first lines of defence’



Summing up

• Banking on capital, by itself, won’t deliver a resilient financial system

– strong capital necessary but not sufficient

• Failures an inevitable consequence of a competitive and dynamic system

• Investing to deliver successful (ie orderly) failures has a lot of merit
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